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Abstract
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) has become increasingly popular as a social constructionist
approach to organizational change and development. Many claims are made about its
status and value but there are few published evaluation studies. We discuss these
matters by setting out our own version of social constructionism - and draw upon this
to develop three themes. One key theme is that both AI and social constructionism
should be viewed as variable social constructions and not fixed ‘things’. This means
that AI manifests in many different ways in different local-cultural and localhistorical contextsi. A related theme is that, if theory and method co-define one
another then AI is much more than just a method. Last, when evaluation is also
viewed as a variable social construction some evaluation practices will be more
consistent with the premises of constructionsim and AI than others. These themes are
developed in five parts. In the first, we set out what we regard as some key premises
of relational constructionism. In the second part we examine AI, its multiple
meanings, and its central premises. We then explore links between relational
constructionsim and AI. This brings us to the point where we can introduce evaluation
and its potential relations with AI. In the final part we write of how AI and evaluation
could be performed in ways that put relational constructionist premises ‘to work’.
Here we reach the heart of our argument which is to suggest that a relational
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constructionist approach to AI could derive enormous benefits from a particular
approach known as ‘responsive evaluation’.
Key words: relational approaches, social constructionism, evaluation, appreciative
inquiry, responsive evaluation.
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Social Constructionism
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is often held to be a social constructionist approach (e.g.
Gergen, 1994; Cummings and Worley, 2001; Murrell, 2001). Cummings and Worley
(2001) for example equate AI with a social constructionist approach to planned
change. If we just focus on social constructionism, there are at least two difficulties
with this claim. First, the label “social constructionism” means many different things
(see e.g., Danziger, 1997). Second, it seems clear that some versions provide no basis
for claiming that something is or is not – in this case – social constructionist (e.g.,
Gergen, 1994; Hosking & Bouwen, 2000). We shall begin by introducing
constructionisms and continue with a more detailed elaboration of the present variant.
This will provide us with the basis for the remainder of this article – where we discuss
AI and evaluation and offer ‘responsive evaluation’ as a (perhaps new) and
particularly appropriate way to evaluate AI.

Many social constructionisms
The term “social constructionism” (SC) invites the reader to suppose that there is
some (one) thing that is social constructionism. However, any reference to SC is a
reference to many themes that can come together in different ways, and with differing
emphasis (e.g., Pearce, 1992). Many accounts presented as ‘social constructionist’
might better be described as constructivist or social constructivist (e.g., Gergen, 1985;
1999; Hosking and Bouwen, 2000). Briefly, constructivism talks about (a) intraindividual (cognitive) activity (see Gardener, 1985), (b) more or less influenced by
inter-individual (social) processes, producing (c) knowledge which is a more or less
imperfect representation of (d) the world as it really is.This means that, (e) Self and
Other (other people, the natural world as Other) are treated as independently existing
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entities and constructing is viewed as an individual act. Work of this sort often uses
the language of ‘sensemaking’; the theory is about epistemology (Newman and
Holtzman, 1997), and; the theorist usually focuses on the products of sensemaking.
Last, those who use the language of social constructionism (f) often position
themselvesii - unreflexively and tacitly - as ‘outside’ their own discourse - writing of
others as sense makers whilst continuing to construct self as the (albeit imperfectly)
knowing Subject in Subject-Object relation (see Steier, 1991). This means that
reflexivity is constituted as an individual act of the scientist/inquirer – to evaluate the
quality of their data.

A relational style of thinking
The present account draws upon multiple voices and literatures including, for
example,

the

sociology of

knowledge,

cognitive

and social psychology,

interactionism, cognitive and phenomenological sociologies, radical family therapy,
(some) systems theories, and critical social anthropology (see e.g. Danziger, 1997;
Gergen, 1994; Woolgar, 1996). It is distinctive in at least three ways. First, it centres
change and views stability an ongoing, active achievement or re-construction
(Hosking, 2002). This contrasts with other approaches, most of which focus on what
is constructed (see e.g., Pearce, 1992). Second, rather than treating self and other as
independent existences and theorising sensemaking (an epistemological focus) it
assumes inter-dependent existences as relational realities. So, for example, we have
nothing to say about language as (mis)representation but a great deal to say about
language as it contributes to the (re)construction of relational realities. Unlike many
social constructionisms, we are not speaking of objective and subjective knowledges
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of some independently existing worldiii. Rather, we are speaking of relational realities
as multiple, local-historical, constructions made in language and other forms of
actioniv. Finally, we prefer to think of the present variant of social constructionism as
a “thought style” (Fleck, 1979) rather than a more micro theory or conceptual
framework. The term “thought style” is intended to be ‘weaker’ than a paradigm but
is intended to suggest something more inclusive than the term ‘theory’ (Chia, 1995;
Hosking, 2002). As we have outlined, we are ‘starting’ somewhere rather different, on
the basis of premises that differ from many (constructionist and constructivist)
approaches. The time has come to look at these premises in a little more detail.

Constructing as inter-action. Our focus is on relational processes - on inter-action
you might say. Inter-action is viewed as constructiveviii in that it makes people and
things as social realities. Reality making is achieved in and through co-ordinations of,
for example, written and spoken words, non-verbal actions, voice tone, and artefacts
of human activities (interior design, house magazines, technology…). But how are
these construction processes to be theorised? We cannot speak of “inter-personal”
processes - if these are taken to mean what happens between already theorised and
independently existing agent human actors (with personality, attitudes etcetera). This
is because we wish to treat relational processes as the medium within which social
realities – including what it is to be human and what it is to be ‘this particular
human’ – are constructed. So, instead we speak of co-ordinations, inter-actions, or
text-con/text relations. More narrowly, when acts (texts) are brought into relation they
construct relational processes. This means that constructing (a) becomes understood
as co-constructing, rather than an individual affair, and (b) social construction
becomes talk of relational processes and realities rather than meanings, so to speak,
‘inside someone’s head’. This way of theorising is closer to talk e.g. of local-cultural
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ways of ‘going on’, of praxis, and of “communities of practice” (Lave and Wenger,
1991).

Acts invite possible supplements. Another way of saying the above is to say that
social realities are made.

But it is not possible to ‘make’ just anything. The

conventions of our native tongue, mathematical conventions, change-management
practices, science... may seem natural and ‘how the world really is’ – but only to ‘the
locals’ who participate in their (re)production. Similarly, distinctions between e.g.,
the past and the present, persons and objects, fact and fiction… may seem ‘obviously
true’ – at least to some. But our arguments suggest that the possibility of different
constructions of what is ‘real and good’ (moral, useful, etc. ) is ever present, and
suggest that any and all constructions are more or less local, more or less ephemeral
affairs. Later we will see that AI can also be thought of as an approach to change or
transformation (not ‘just’ inquiry) that can open up possibilities - in contrast to many
other change approaches that try to ‘close down’ on, and impose one particular
construction.

Construction processes are local-cultural and local-historical. Our reference to
‘local’ is intended to contrast with general, transcendental, or universal presumptions
about reality and knowledge. On the first, we are not assuming (or rejecting the
assumption of) a singular, fixed reality ‘out there’ and available to be known. On the
second, we are not assuming (or rejecting as ‘wrong’), narratives of objective (or
subjective) knowledge. Rather our reference to ‘local’ is to be understood as a
reference to the social-historic, ‘here and now’, and to ongoing qualities of relational
processes and constructions. To elaborate: an act or text references ways of co-
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ordinating already available and, in principle, is open to new supplements and to
changed ways of going on. This makes non-sense (literally) of questions about
beginnings and ends and makes a (more or less) temporary punctuation of all claims
to closureix. To act as a local is to coordinate in ways that are deemed (locally)
appropriate (relevant). For example, we may write a scientific paper and send it to a
journal. If our language tools, assumptions, and justifications depart too far from the
local-cultural conventions of the journal then the likely supplement (to our paper
submission) will be rejection, combined with the likely construction of our actions as
those of outsiders - ill informed and/or - just plain wrong.
As we have said, our arguments do not mean that ‘anything goes’ - as some
critics of social constructionism have claimed (see discussion by Burr 1995; Gergen
1994). On the contrary, setting asidex the realist assumption and the positioning of
people and things as independent, bounded ontologies,xi makes prominent and gives
new meaning to, processes of construction, talk of possibilities and multiplicity,
relations between knowledge and power, and – methodologies of change-work. In our
relational constructionist approach, the limits to what might ‘go’ are conventional and
in ongoing (re)construction in relational processes. They are none the less limiting as all will know who have tried to change ‘the way we do things around here’.

Multiple reality construction processes.

The co-ordinations of which we have

spoken make and remake social constructions as multiple local realities. An act/text
may/may not get supplemented; an act may receive many different supplements and
so may differently contribute to multiple, simultaneous, ongoing construction
processes. In this way of thinking we presume multiple, ongoing realities and
processes rather than a singular, fixed, state of things that can be more or less well
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known. So, for example, we would talk of different selves being constructed in
different relations – rather than speak of a person as ‘having’ (one) identity. The same
goes for ‘the world’. Here it is not viewed as a singular, fixed, ‘something’ (which
might be a useful view for certain purposes), but as multiple ongoing local
constructions. Since this is important and often misunderstood, we repeat that our talk
of multiple realities is not to be understood as talk of variants around some
transcendental truth about what really is, or as individual subjective knowledgexii.
Rather we are speaking of multiple local-cultural constructions that ‘go on’ in some
sort of relation with each other. Different constructions differently resource and
constrain how processes ‘go on’ and the realities that are made. Different relations
may include, for example: ignorance (we are unaware of other realities); apartheid
(e.g., we are aware of some Other(s) as different and strive to achieve separate
existence), and; dominance (we impose our reality on others, through force of arms,
economic means, legitimising accounts such as science or religion and so on).
Equally, relating can go on through dialoguesxiii – listening to other(s) – attempting to
keep space open for ‘different but equal’ rather than different and irrelevant, wrong,
evil…

Dominance relations and reflexivity. The construction of a singular and (albeit
imperfectly) knowable reality has also been referred to as “subject-object” (e.g.,
Dachler and Hosking 1995; Fine 1994). The “subject” constructs some self as
knowing about and as having warrants to achieve “power over” (Gergen, 1995). Other
(people, objects, and events) - constructed (from the subject’s standpoint) as
knowable and serviceable “objects”. Such conventions commonly are referenced for
example, in relation to narratives of formalized hierarchical position … perhaps
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locally accepted as validating a claim to know better and to be better able to decide
how to ‘go on’ e.g., be strategic, decide what needs to be changed and how… Our
present thought style means that subject-object relations and ‘power over’ are possible
but not necessary. Another possibility could be to bring together multiple voices,
constructing “power to” rather than “power over”, and constructing self and other as
different but equal (Dachler and Hosking 1995; Gergen 1995; Hosking 1995; Hosking
and Bass 1998). Such practices would warrant, not one expertise, but multiple local
knowledges (as praxis). Such a way of ‘going on’ is, in principle, offered by AI.
In the rest of this article we will examine both AI and evaluation as they might
be practiced in relation to our relational premises. We shall view both AI and
evaluation as social practices that actively construct particular identities and
particular worlds. We will portray AI practitioners and evaluators (including
ourselves) as part of their practice (in self-other relation). As will be seen, this has
important implications for how we see evaluation and AI ‘going together’.

Appreciative Inquiry – a relational-constructionist narrative
Multiple meanings – in practice
Cooperrider and Srivastva (1987) originally developed Appreciative Inquiry (AI) as a
complement to conventional forms of action research. In their view - and compared
with conventional action research - AI takes a more positive stance, is more
collaborative and participative, and is more capable of generating innovative change.
Since then, there have been other developments that depart from conventional forms
of action research and give particular emphasis to the importance of collaborationxiv
(see e.g. Zuber-Skerritt, 1996; Reason, 1994; Reason and Rowan, 1981). Here we
focus only on AI. We have several reasons for doing so. The most important of these
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concerns the question of how AI can be appropriately evaluated giving its centering of
appreciation. This issue has not been discussed within the literature of AI. We want to
offer one possibility – one that draws from the traditions of relational constructionism
and responsive evaluation. In addition, AI has become very popular and is practiced
all over the world (Zemke, 1999), e.g. to change the culture of an organization, to
transform a community, to create organizational renewal and excellence, to guide
mergers and acquisitions, and to solve conflicts (see e.g. Whitney, 1998 and Watkins
and Mohr, 2001 for examples). Given this, calls for evidence of its value are
increasingly urgent.
AI can be said to mean different things. The literatures contain many
definitions and emphases: an organizational transformation tool (Johnson and Leavitt,
2001), a theory of organizing (Bushe, 1999), and a method to foster innovation
(Imagine Chicago, 2002); some seem to think it makes sense to treat AI as a theoryindependent method (e.g. Johnson and Leavitt, 2001); others (e.g. Watkins and
Cooperrider, 2000) present AI as a worldview or paradigm.
Given our relational premises, the question of what AI ‘is’ must necessarily be
answered in relation to each case and its local particularities. One of the key contextual relations will be the “thought style” of the narrator. So, for example, if AI is
constructed in relation to rationality, empiricism, and a view of language as
representation – what Gergen and Thatchenkery (1996) referred to as “modernist”
narratives – the process will be constrained by “subject-object” relations and the
subject’s (researcher/consultant’s) constructions. Our critical-relational premises
allow another possibility – one that is not available in the modernist narrative – the
possibility of multiple different but equal appreciations.
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As said before, some accounts strongly link AI to social constructionism (e.g.
Gergen, 1994; Cummings and Worley, 2001; Murrell, 2001; Mellish, 2002); indeed,
Cummings and Worley seem to equate AI and social constructionism. However, and
as we have said, the present thought style implies that AI does not have to put
relational constructionism ‘to work’. Our thought style also implies that there is no
such thing as a relational constructionist method because all (so called) ‘methods’
contribute to the construction of realities. In the third section of this article we will
examine how AI could be constructed, given our present thought style. But first we
will say something about how AI generally is storied by AI theorists, consultants, and
practitioners.

The four-D cycle of AI
The general approach - which ideally involves the whole organization - is often
described in terms of an ongoing four D-cycle (e.g. Whitney and Schau, 1998; Fuller,
Griffin and Ludema, 2000; Cooperrider and Whitney, 2001). The latter is organized
around an affirmative topic, that is, something that an organization or community
wants to develop, learn about or enhance in their way of doing businessxv.
The first phase is about “discovering” “the best of what is”xvi. The central aim
during this phase is to find out and appreciate what gives life and energy to people,
their work and their organization. The focus is therefore on positive stories that reflect
peak experiences. The second D stands for “dreaming” about “what might be”. In this
phase the aim is to dream or envision how the organization ideally might look in the
future. The information from the discovery phase is used as a platform for this
(Zemke, 1999). In this way the vision of the future organization is related to, or
grounded in, the organization’s potential. The aim of the third phase, ‘designing’, is to
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create or design organizational structures, processes and relationships that support the
dream as articulated in the previous phase. In the design phase the emphasis shifts
from dreaming about what might be to co-constructing what should be. ‘Destiny’ is
the last phase. Its aim is to sustain the developments and innovations of the inquiry
process and to nurture a collective sense of destiny.
Of course this is a broad and abstract outline of the AI process. There are no
firm rules and each process emerges in a different way. Furthermore, the four D-cycle
is viewed as a continuous cycle in which the destiny phase leads to new discoveries of
community strengths, so beginning the process anew.

AI and relational constructionism
An ongoing cycle. Above we noted that AI is storied as a continuous four-D
cycle in which the fourth ‘stage’ leads into another cycle of discovery, dreaming,
designing, and destiny. This narrative is consistent with our earlier outlined premise that relational processes be thought of as ongoing rather than as what happens
between inputs and outcomes. AI then becomes viewed as an ongoing process rather
than as a ‘method’ that is applied and which then comes to an end. If we then look
ahead to our present interest in evaluation we are invited to wonder when exactly
should evaluation occur - when does the process deliver ‘the product’? Relatedly,
perhaps e-valuation is ongoing in AI and perhaps this could be explicitly
acknowledged and storied as part of the process.

Positive and appreciative. A central assumption in AI is that organizations, or
in fact any patterned ongoing social relational processes, develop and change in the
direction of that on which they focus their attention (see e.g. Cooperrider, 1990).
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Indeed, Ludema, Wilmot and Srivastva (1997: 1045) assert: “(…) the ontological,
epistemological, and methodological commitments upon which we base our inquiry
will largely determine what we come to discover, know, and contribute to the world
of human organizing”. Based upon the belief that organizations grow in the direction
of what is studied (inquiry is constructive), the choice of a positive topic for inquiry is
proposed – as a way to construct positive social realities.
It seems that the positive, appreciative feature of AI presumes socially
constructed realities and so presumes that self and other are in co-constructive
relation. This means that subject-object (S-O) relations are viewed as relational
constructions, rather than enforced by ‘how the world really is’ - and so could be
other than S-O. Furthermore, both AI and the relational premises here outlined,
because they see inquiry as performative and world-constituting, emphasise the
importance of reflecting upon the questions we pose and the nature of our
conversations. This said, our relational constructionist premises have nothing to say
about focussing on what is positive. Indeed, the claim that a “positive” orientation is
necessary seems to beg the question of what is positive and to assume that sufficient
unforced agreement can be achieved on the matter. Further, the positive injunction
could itself be experienced as an imposition and as an attempt to construct S-O or
“dominance relations” (see earlier). We are reminded of one (perhaps rather sad)
response to the conventional utterance “have a nice day” – “I’ll have any kind of day I
damned well like!”
Last, if the process is supposed to be possibility-full then perhaps this could
include saying (from a certain point of view) – negative stuff – which (from the same
or another point of view) could have very positive implications for how relating
continues. This leads us to return to and emphasize the importance of our earlier
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outlined presumption of multiple realities as ontologies. If AI is intended to give
space to constructing such multiplicity then that is certainly putting relational
constructionism ‘to work’. However, to insist that only positive ways of relating be
allowed does not follow from the present relational premises. Indeed, such an
injunction could hinder the openness of the process and therefore the realities that can
be ‘made’.
Here and now, potential not problems. Many writers/practitioners have set
out to distinguish AI from problem oriented change methodologies. The latter are
suggested to be backward looking in the sense of looking to the past rather than to
possible futures (e.g. Cooperrider and Srivastva, 1987; Barrett, 1995; Cox, 1998;
Whitney and Schau, 1998; Hall and Hammond, 1998; Zemke, 1999; Bushe, 1999;
Fuller et al, 2000; Mantel and Ludema, 2000; Cooperrider and Whitney, 2001;
Johnson and Leavitt, 2001). In contrast, avoiding a problem orientation is advocated
as a way to stay positive and appreciative; as we have said, this is not a consequence
of relational premises. However, an emphasis on the ‘here and now’ is. Our premise
that processes are ongoing collapses past, present, and future. In this view,
constructing is ‘here and now’ – although historically resourced and constrained – and
having implications for what comes next. Further, when realities are viewed as
socially constructed the possibility of change may seem much greater than when
reality is assumed to be singular, ‘out there’, and fixed.

Dialogue to open up to multiple local realities. From our relational
constructionist point of view, AI is important for the emphasis it gives to dialoguing
and for the space it gives to multiple local-cultural realities. Many other change
methodologies rely on the assumption of a singular reality and more or less knowing
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individuals. This implies that only some people are experts and only some voices
should be warranted. So “inquiry” must be by experts (scientists) to find out both how
things really are, and how they should be. Similarly, “intervention” - legitimated
through reference to fact and necessity - becomes a matter of imposing one localcultural reality or ‘grand narrative’ on others.
In contrast, AI, when viewed from the present relational narrative, becomes a
certain sort of relational process that invites a particular way of participating. The
invitation is to open-up to possibilities and to multiple local ontologies. Relatedly, an
AI process would warrant not one expertise, but multiple local knowledges (as
praxis). Given this way of thinking, the AI practitioner is part of (not apart from) the
appreciative process and contributes one expertise amongst many. And again, the
warranting of some reality construction stays as local as is possible so as to enact
“power to” rather than “power over”. Reflexivity now becomes a very important
quality of the appreciative process - rather than an act of the inquirer in relation to his
or her reality construction and ‘after’ the intervention has ‘finished’. Now inquiry
turns on itself to reflect on power relations and to warrant “power to” construct
multiple local ontologies. Such ways of ‘going on’ in relation could be regarded as
moral or ‘relationally responsible’ practices (McNamee and Gergen, 1999) - -being
‘with’ rather than ‘for’ or ‘against’ Other). Such a way of ‘going on’ is, in principle,
offered by AI. Further, this could also be a way for the locals to (re)construct local
knowledges and power relations and so, to act critically.

Challenging assumptions and conventions. It is not only that AI should be
positive or affirmative. AI practitioners also argue that inquiry should have
‘generative capacity’ i.e., the capacity ‘to challenge the guiding assumptions of the
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culture, to raise fundamental questions regarding contemporary social life, to foster
reconsideration of that which is ‘taken for granted’ and thereby furnish new
alternatives for social action’ (Gergen in Cooperrider and Srivastva, 1987: 131).
Again, this proposal does not seem to follow directly from our constructionist
premises. In particular, there is nothing in our premises that requires conventions to
be challenged. On the other hand, conventions, by definition, limit possibilities and so
may (re)construct dominance relations. So generative processes may open-up multiple
social realities and ‘power to’. In this way, both AI and relational constructionist
premises, can facilitatepotentially “critical” processes - where ‘critical’ means being
sensitive to multiple constructions of identities and relations (including power), and
acting to open-up possibilities (‘power to’). This said, the question of how to
challenge conventions is a controversial issue where change methodologies are
concerned. Being generative is certainly one effective way to elicit changed ways of
‘going on’ but this must be carefully done if subject-object relations are to be avoided
(see e.g., Farrelly & Brandsma, 1974).

Collaborative – social construction process in which design & application
are joined. The AI process is intended to be collaborative, providing the opportunity
for large numbers of employees and stakeholders to come together to co-create their
organization. In this process of co-creation it is important to strive for equality of
voice. Differences and conflicts between different voices should not be avoided, but
constructively dealt with. When viewed from our relational constructionist stance this
does not mean that the process should result in a consensus of all voices. Consensus is
not necessary for joint action and is undesirable if it means neglecting differences and
excluding voices.
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Evaluation and AI
Product-evaluation
Evaluation is often seen as a feedback process to practitioners and organization
members about the progress and impact of some intervention (Cummings and Worley,
2001). A common narrative of evaluation stories it as achieved through scientific
research in which the ideal design would consist of measurements ‘pre’ and ‘post’
intervention, a comparison group that did not receive the intervention, and statistical
analysis performed by a detached evaluator (e.g., Cummings and Worley, 2001). In
this way, a valid and reliable assessment can be made of differences, and whether
these are most likely attributable to the intervention; “unambiguous answers to these
questions can come only from careful, controlled, empirical research” (French and
Bell, 1995 p. 327).
Swanborn (1999) characterizes the above as “product-evaluation”. In our view
it reflects the assumptions of critical realism and not the premises of relational
constructionism.) To elaborate, product evaluation: (a) gives an important role to
distinctionsxvii between ontology, epistemology, and methodology and; (b) attempts to
produce objective knowledge about the intervention in relation to; (c) some ‘technical’
(politically neutral, factual) standard on which all rational beings of ‘cognitive
goodwill’ could agree. Considered in relation to our relational premises, a “product
evaluation” approach does not aim to be responsive to multiple local ontologies,
imposes one reality construction (in the name of science and rationality) on others,
and so reproduces relations of “power over”. This means that l “product evaluation”
is inconsistent with a relational approach to AI.
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If we now turn to the extensive literature on AI we find that there are few
evaluation studies or critical reflections. We know of only three examples of
quantitative empirical studies. They use a pre and post design and compare the
changes induced by AI with the changes induced by other change methodologies
(Bushe and Coetzer, 1995; Jones, 1998; Head, 2000). As we have said, given a
relational constructionist thought style, this evaluation practice will (re)produce
dominance relations. Further it is inconsistent with the (“appreciative”) assumption
that ‘descriptions’ or ‘facts’ are necessarily valuational, and with our (constructionist)
assumption that methods and ‘facts’ are both theory laden and construct realities and
relations. Bushe and Coetzer (1995) perhaps suspect something like this in that they
observe that their research methodology seems to contradict the essence of AI. They
argue that the full merits of AI should be assessed by methods that are more consistent
with its central assumptions. However neither Bushe and Coetzer, nor Jones and
Head, suggest any possible or appropriate ways to do this.
While there are only a few quantitative studies, many studies make qualitative
claims about the value of AI. These include, for example, claims that the dynamic and
‘magic’ process of AI release great amounts of positive energy, produce outcomes
that exceeded everyone’s expectations, changes organizational cultures, sets
innovative changes in motion, and so on (see e.g. Hall and Hammond, 1998; Whitney
and Schau, 1998; Cooperrider and Whitney, 1999, 2001; Watkins and Cooperrider,
2000; Johnson and Leavitt, 2001; Watkins and Mohr, 2001). All referenced cases of
AI are positive and in line with its key assumptions. However in our view such claims
seem too mono-logical… in need of being given more space to dialogue with other
voices. Further, we remain none the wiser about how an AI could be evaluated in
ways that implement relational constructionist premises. For this reason, we will now
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turn to the practice of ‘responsive evaluation’ as a potential source of relevant
possibilities. It will become clear that responsive evaluation, as with AI, emphasizes
the importance of propogating polyphony, assuming local knowledges, making use of
storytelling, and reflecting upon the local social-historical context in which AI and
evaluation are taking place.

Responsive Evaluation
Robert Stake developed the concept of ‘responsive evaluation’ (RE) as an alternative
to ‘preordinate evaluation’, which he saw as the dominant approach (Stake, 1975).
Stake argued that the latter (a) emphasized strong (preferably experimental and
quantitative) measurement procedures; (b) legitimizes two kinds of data: goals and
outcomes, and; (c) assumes it is the scientist-researcher-evaluator whose interests are
centered.
In contrast, Stake wished to make evaluation responsive. For him, evaluation
would be responsive: ‘if it orients more directly to program activities than to program
intents; responds to audience requirements for information; and if the different valueperspectives present are referred to in reporting the success and failure of the
program’ (Stake, 1975: 14). This meant letting the design emerge during the
evaluation process (rather than being pre-determined); including data in the form of
thick textured qualitative materialxviii, and; reporting in a way that keeps the diversity
(rather than looking for consensus) and gives space for others to make their own
judgments – based on the data presented. This said, the design and conduct of the
evaluation study remained the job of the evaluator.
Many others have become associated with “responsive evaluation”. However,
it should be emphasized that they mean quite different things by the term (see e.g.
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Abma, 1996, 2001; Guba and Lincoln, 1989; Greene, 2000; Schwandt, 2001). One
important variant is that of Guba and Lincoln (1989) who explicitly adopted a
“constructivist” methodology, assuming that mind operations construct realities and
consequently, that differences in constructions should be discussed and negotiated to
produce “more informed” constructions, to correct “wrong” constructions, and to
reach a consensus where possible. They invented “fourth generation evaluation” and
regarded it as responsive to the extent that (a) it seeks the views of different
stakeholders who determine what questions will be asked and what information will
be collected; (b) the multiple reality constructions of different stakeholders are made
explicit, confronted, and criticized such that (c) differences can be corrected and
negotiated to produce shared conclusions and recommendations. The evaluator’s role
combines the expertise of the scientist with the tasks of facilitation and mediation.
They stressed that evaluation should be disciplined and verifiable and they devoted a
great deal of effort to developing methods for assessing its quality.
Tineka Abma (1996, 2001) developed a version of responsive evaluation that
further departs from the “received view of science” (RVS, Woolgar, 1996) and from
Guba and Lincoln’s constructivist thinking. Abma offers a social constructionist
theory/methodology that assumes that multiple social realities are constructed in
ongoing relations. We shall now look at her central premises in some detail since they
seem to come closest to the present relational-constructionist view of AI.

Responsive evaluation as a relational practice. A key assumption is that
realities are socially constructed in social-relational processes. Multiple social realities
are made in multiple social relations. However these constructions are no longer
viewed as cognitive constructions or as greater or lesser distortions of reality. Rather
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they are viewed as local-cultural and constructed ‘in word and deed’, so to speak. In
this (social constructionist) view, responsive evaluation must try to make different
constructions explicit and understandable rather than seek to explain and to resolve
them in some way. Abma, in comparison for example with Stake (1975) and Guba
and Lincoln (1989), is concerned with (a) propagating polyphony, appreciating
differences and preserving this diversity instead of trying to reduce it. Relatedly, (b)
the evaluator lets go of the distant, detached, expert role and subject-object
relationship with Other. Multiple expertises/local knowledges are assumed and ‘the
evaluator’ works with these to facilitate polyphony; the distinction between the
evaluator (researcher) and the evaluated objects (researched) is now blurred.
In addition, and consistent with a relational constructionist perspective, Abma
views knowledge as a local-historical construction. For this reason, she finds it
important (c) to evaluate a program or intervention in its own (socio-historical)
contexts, retaining local-contextual details, and focusing on what the locals think to be
issues. One of the ways this can be achieved is through story telling. (d) Story telling
is regarded an important way to conduct the evaluation process - generating
evaluative accounts - through social interactions. In consequence the evaluation report
should include stories and dialogues - includes thick descriptions and multiplicity rather than claiming some narratives as “malconstructions” (Guba and Lincoln, 1989)
whilst others are better informed. From a critical social constructionist way of
thinking, it can only be power relations that decide which constructions are more or
less “sophisticated” (see e.g., O’Neil, 1995) – be that achieved through the evaluators
report or through the negotiations to which Guba and Lincoln give so much emphasis.
Reflexivity has a changed role and significance in RE. Indeed, (e) reflection
upon (implicit) assumptions and upon the active co-constructing role of the
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participants is a very important feature of the process. Reflection upon local
constructions, confronting other local constructions, helping people to become aware
that they are part of the realities they create... makes these assumptions more explicit
and opens up to other possibilities.
Last, when viewed from a relational constructionist perspective, an evaluation
process is (f) viewed as emergent in the interactions and relationships between the
participants. This means that the developed process of evaluation is only meaningful
in relation to a particular (e.g. appreciative) inquiry. Evaluation is no longer seen as a
program that can be applied universally and that ‘starts’ at a particular moment - for
example when the AI intervention has ended. In this view, AI and evaluation are no
longer thought of as two independent and separate methodologies. Rather, AI and its
evaluation are interwoven in co-constructive and reflexive relation and perhaps it is
for this reason that so few evaluation studies of AI have been reported. The case
described by Ludema, Cooperrider and Barrett (2001) is, for example, presented as a
successful AI process, but could also be seen as similar to responsive evaluation. This
case demonstrates how 120 non-governmental organizations (NGOs) world-wide use
AI to unlock deficit constructions, create space for new voices, and to expand circles
of dialogue (Ludema et al, 2001); all aspects that are also very relevant during a
responsive evaluation. In addition, the involved NGOs aimed to ‘celebrate our
similarities and differences, understand each other’s values, respect each other’s
cultures, and learn as much as we can from one another’ (Ludema et al, 2001: 196);
purposes which are again very important during a responsive evaluation. Thus,
although not presented as such, this case illustration could be seen as an example
where AI and responsive evaluation are interwoven, ongoing processes. We believe it
is important to further explore this connection and would like to see more narratives
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of AI that are written in ways that open up the multiple realities of participants and
give readers greater space to form their own judgements.

Conclusions
In this article we set out a relational version of social constructionism in which
relational processes are the focus of our interest. We went on to argue the constructive
role of this relational ‘thoughtstyle’ for AI. Our particular interest has been in the
evaluation of AI and how this might be achieved in ways that recognise and give
space to multiple local realities (as ontologies), emergent, ongoing processes, and
reflexivity (as part of the ongoing construction process). In our view, the discourse of
‘product-evaluation’ assumes a singular reality that can be known (more or less
imperfectly) ‘as it really is’. This differs from thepresent relational constructionist
discourse and assumptions and our purpose here has been to open up to other possible
approaches to evaluation. One such is ‘responsive evaluation’ – at least when it ‘puts
to work’ a relational constructionist thought style.We showed that evaluation of this
sort is an ongoing and emergent part of the AI process (and not apart from it), that is
jointly constructed by participants, who listen to (rather than talk for) others.
Reflecting moments are part of the social construction process, listening to different
constructions and dialoging what people want to evaluate, when and how… including
the AI process and e.g., whose voices dominate, what is working well and so on.
Orienting towards positive constructions may be beneficial – given the performative
quality of action. However, given relational constructionist premises it will be
important to appreciate that what is “positive” is also a variable local construction,
and for someone to rule out critical reflection may be experienced as negative and –
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by one person seeking to impose his/her reality on others - inconsistent with other
aspects of AI. Last, the facilitation of multiple local constructions and being with the
other can be seen as a moral practice; it can also be seen as a “critical” practice (e.g.,
Alvesson and Deetz, 2000; Alvesson and Skoldberg, 2000) that is sensitive to, and
tries to work with, power relations and inequality.
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Through tacit reference to discourses of the “received view of science”- where the distinction is
assumed to be ‘in the world’ – or made by an impartial and objective distinctor.
iii
In other words, a thought style in which ontology and epistemology are separated.
iv
These assumptions are part of what others have referred to as “postmodernist” ways of thinking. See,
for example, Gergen and Thatchenkerry (1996).
v
It is important to be aware that the term “critical” is used to mean many different things – including
Marxist approaches that start with the assumption of inequality and emphasise liberationist objectives
for research and change-work (see e.g., Thomas, 1993 ; Alvesson & Deetz, 2000, Alvesson &
Skoldberg, 2000 ).
vi
In other words, a thought style in which ontology and epistemology are separated.
vii
These assumptions are part of what others have referred to as “postmodernist” ways of thinking.
See, for example, Gergen and Thatchenkerry (1996).
viii
Some say ‘performative” (e.g., Newman and Holtzman, 1997).
ix
This also means that the common construction of a separate past (finished), present, and future also is
set aside.
x
note, not declaring false – we have no warrantable basis for such a claim and have no need to make it.
In the present view, social constructionism is silent about realism and relativism - it is not an issue that
arises within this style of thinking.
xi
Please note the careful form of words. We do not claim that the presumption is false- we have no
sure foundations for doing so and would undermine our own arguments by such a claim. We merely
note that it is a presumption that we neither care to, nor need to centre in the context of our present
interests.
xii
In other words, we are not speaking of subjective knowledge when objective knowledge also exists.
Like relativism, subjective and objective knowledge belong to another style of thinking and not the
present version of social constructionism.
ii
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xiii
Elsewhere DMH has spoken of multiloging – as a way to emphasise that multiple simultaneous textcontext relations are in ongoing coordination, as well as multiple voices (see Dachler and Hosking,
1995).
xiv
Developments, such as emancipatory action research (Zuber-Skeritt, 1996) and participative inquiry
(Reason, 1994) relate to AI as they also treat subjects as co-researchers. However, we believe that these
developments come from a humanist background, whereas AI is grounded in a social constructionist
discourse and stresses both the importance of appreciation and transformative change.
xv
Examples of how the four D process could be applied in organizations can be found in Cooperrider
and Whitney, 2001; Fry, Barrett, Sellig, and Whitney, 2001; Watkins and Mohr, 2001; Ludema,
Cooperrider, and Barrett, 2001.
xvi
This first phase is often contrasted with other approaches to organization development and change
that see the analysing of problems as the first important step in the change process (see e.g. Cooperrider
and Srivastva, 1987; Zemke, 1999; Mantel and Ludema, 2000).
xvii
Which, of course, are also socially constructed.
xviii
Stake (in Abma and Stake, 2001) argues that qualitative, rich-textured, evaluation reports are
accessible for a wider range of audience than the often highly quantitative evaluation findings.
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